
The Digital Transformation of 
Enterprise, Business and Society



Understand

Develop 
Foresights

Imagine

Observe

The future is already here - we just haven’t paid attention!



The future is better than we tend to think!



The future is better than we tend to think!



Now 

We’re at the pivot point of exponential technological 
progress: to keep on thinking linear will be detrimental
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The waves of disruption and transformation: financial services are next



Ever-increasing customer demands regarding 
immediacy, connectivity and ubiquity 

☯ 
 Increase in fee pressure due to radical 

transparency, easy comparability and strong 
competition from new, non- financial companies





Financial institutions are becoming technology companies and 
digital platforms are becoming financial service providers 



‘Good enough’ is dead …or dying



Exponential and combinatorial: wait and see = guaranteed irrelevance 

Image via Frank Diana TCS



Imagine ‘exponential financial services’ 

2020: 66% of the world online: 3-5 Billion new customers   
The biggest banks in 2025 will be technology companies   

Over 8000 fin-tech startups in the U.S. alone



•Huge progress in client profiling and analytics 

•Significantly better informed investors 

•General shift towards benefiting asset owners 

•Quants + AI reduce need for human routines *

Exponential technologies are changing all segments of asset management,  
including client relationships, transactions and the investment product, itself 



Connectivity | Data | Intelligence



Voice Control and ‘speaking to machines …like a friend’



Data is the new oil. Intelligence is the new petrol.  
Humanity become more important, not less



It is the framework that changes with every new technology, not just the picture (Mc Luhan)
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Augmentation + Digitization + Mobilisation + Datafication + 

Cognification + Anticipation + = Data Visualisation2 



Digitization + Mobilisation + Datafication + Cognification + 
Automation + Anticipation + Virtualization  = Predictive Analytics2  



D&M + Datafication + Augmentation + Virtualization  =  

Seeing the world with new eyes (AR, VR, Holograms) 



D&M + Datafication + Virtualization  = Intelligent Digital Assistants 



D&M + Virtualization + Cognification + Datafication = Smart Everything  





Creepy? 
Useful? 

Convenient? 
Distracting? 
Threatening? 



Flow not friction!
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“We will move from mobile first to an AI-first world” Sundar  Pichai CEO Google



First, we electrified…



Now, we datafy and cognify



Now, we datafy and cognify



Machines are finally becoming ‘smart’



AI 
(Artificial  

Intelligence)

IA 
(Intelligent 
Assistance) 



The rise of intelligent machines will be hundreds of times more disruptive to 
how we work (and live) than the transformations caused by industrialization



Man ☯ Machine



Man ☯ Machine



The dramatic datafication and digitization, automation, cognification, 
virtualization and robotisation of banking and financial services is  

inevitable



‘Global Brain’ of Asset Management & Financial Services

AI bots will power 85% of customer service interactions by 2020  

http://www.foxbusiness.com/markets/2016/12/10/artificial-intelligence-stats-that-will-blow-away.html

http://www.foxbusiness.com/markets/2016/12/10/artificial-intelligence-stats-that-will-blow-away.html


A new relationship of man and machine:  
a huge opportunity-challenge for banking and financial services



Technology   ☯   Humanity

Convenience ☯   Trust



Technology has no ethics



Technology has no ethics“As the world becomes more digital, it will be our humanity 
 that differentiates us and wins with customers"  

Doug Mc Millon CEO, Walmart  via brandchannel.com

http://brandchannel.com


Culture, relationships, trust and humanness still eats technology for breakfast!



Anything that can be digitized or automated, will be…

…yet anything that cannot be digitized or automated, will become much more valuable 



Anything that can be digitized or automated, will be…
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Skills disruption - huge opportunity/challenge 



Are you ready for the end of routine?



Exponential importance of unique, human experiences 

Martin Seligman / Positive Psychology 



Your customer is not a machine

Life is not an algorithm



Becoming (remaining) indispensable: provide unique experiences!



(Flipping) the VUCA: responding to increasing uncertainty 



“The Future 
belongs to those 

that can hear  
it coming” 

David Bowie (RiP) 



Thanks for your time and attention!


